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1 

Zaida pulled her woolen hat over her ears. People said she looked like a dwarf. She 

didn’t mind. It was cold and the noise hurt. Blaring engines, people shouting, brakes, a 

city of lights with no shadows belching out around her. 

She pushed her hands into her pockets. Her breath ran through the air like a 

fugitive cigarette. The crowd was thinning, the shops closing, bars filling. Too cold to 

be out, people huddled together inside. Red wine and pale beer glittered. In about an 

hour she would be in their own huddle, Boppy Bar, down the stairs, underground, with 

all her friends, the whole team. But for the moment they had to earn it. The next twenty 

minutes would made the vodka shots welcome, the whiskey boom through their hearts. 

Zaida shuffled beside the traffic light watching its signals blink regularly. When 

JackyB played the switches, they did what they were told. Cars were thinning out, just 

enough to make it interesting, fast, dangerously tempting. She could sense the boards 

tensing, slipped from under overly large winter jackets, their tiny but powerful engines 

taken from hoods, clipped to their tails, spun into place, revved silently. A burst, a 

gentle flame, a kick to check they were igniting, and then they were smothered in 

silence, purring silently, cloaked against dark shadows until JackyB gave the signal and 

the lights flickered in their favour. 

She glanced at her phone. She had all notifications on silent except their own 

private chat, blinking, silently ready to roar. Zaida was betting on Hosie. He’d kissed 

her for luck before she ran down the street to take her place. He’d make the best time. 

For sure. 

Bins rattled in the breeze as slush began to peel across the street before the snow 

ploughs took their turn. Cars crept now, preferring to be home safely rather than rush 

and skid into their living rooms, bodies lunging through the windscreen. She could 

smell exhaust fumes mixed with ice, stale McDonalds. A tin can rolled past, clattering 

on the cobbles. Wind rustled, she licked her tongue: it tasted of stale donut, razor cold 

iced tea and morning coffee. Gum stuck to her runners. Zaida stamped. The street 

crackled. A dog stared, a ragged little thing, but cute. The owner puffed at a black 

cigarette and walked by without looking. That is what she wanted. Nobody to notice. 
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A police car wailed across the junction, going the other way. She checked her 

phone. The traffic lights flickered steadily. Then her fingers clasped, an electric shock, 

the warning buzz made her grasp the plastic tight. She didn’t need to look for 

confirmation but she did, long hair getting in her eyes as she checked the signal. She 

brushed strands under the fur of her hood, took a deep breath and let the cold heat her 

lungs. She stamped her feet awake, bent her knees, swiveled her hips. They were ready. 

She could see the others out of the corner of her eyes. Slowly, without drawing 

attention, they were gathering on the corner, the finish line. He would come sparkling 

over the hill at the top, just where the Shopping Centre dotted the skyline, then down 

the street gathering speed on the slope towards Zaida and her companions, swerve at the 

lights, swivel right before her eyes and brake as if life depended on it. The riders would 

race to the left, off the main drag, into the maze of Chinatown where the cops couldn’t 

follow. She and the others would grasp the boards, smuggle them under their jackets 

and rush off in another direction. Fifteen minutes and they would be gone, except for 

the videos on YouTube. There were millions out there waiting for them all over the 

world but for the moment, at this given second, just before her phone gave a final beep, 

she was only concerned with the people in the vicinity, who might notice, who could 

stop them or accidently get in their way. 

JackyB fiddled with his Apps and the traffic-light flickered red as Hosie reached 

the top and started the clear run down towards her, a slow spiral, delicately balanced 

curve, a shadow against the skyline, a monster between skyscrapers. For a second he 

swerved too fast to one side. Zaida felt her hands dry into fear, her breath sink. Then he 

was back on track, pelting towards them. The traffic light held, JackyB carefully in 

control. Screech, twist, turn, around the corner the shadow was taking shape. Distance 

reduced, speed blurred, shoppers stopped, stared, frowned in suspicion, Any second 

now.  

Her turn. She watched amber turn red to give him a clear sail through the final 

junction. She tensed, hands ungloved now, fingers opening and closing, ready for that 

instant when nothing could go wrong. Hosie was swinging over the hill, perfect poise, 

dead centered, hugging his knees, speed gathering, a burst of flame from behind his left 

foot shooting him toward her arms, silver blue helmet splashing light back at the 

shadows, crowning her prince. She knew his timing would be perfect. Their crew would 

win the night. 
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The board swiveled, skated gracefully, belted towards her. He began to stand 

upright, arms spreading to fly. She edged into position, stepping in front of an old lady 

waiting to cross. JackyB paced the traffic perfectly. Cars drew to a halt as the light at 

the crossing changed. Hosie rumbled, trundled, a freight train pounding with the glory 

of a silver ghost, flashing through the night. Her heart soared. She lived for these 

seconds of fire, when her body burned with excitement, when for a moment they all 

realized they were somebody. 

The tiny wheels hissed as Hosie bent them into the curve. Deep yellow, she 

sensed the car slithered out of nowhere, jump the light, bowl across the street. A little 

old woman grabbed Zaida’s arm. She pulled away, dashed forward, screeching blindly 

into the silence that was the roar of a hundred cars in the black storm of city night. 

Hosie raced into the lights, screeched perfectly, spun for the final dance, muscles 

tightening, helmet gleaming. A blinding shockwave hit her as the car smashed into him, 

rubber squealed, burnt to a cinder in her nose. A yellow streak speeded away out of 

sight. On automatic, she ran for the board. She could see Hosie’s bum lying across the 

white line. She paused. Instincts took over. She raced to the silver blue helmet, 

struggled, but managed to unclip the camera and stuff it into her pocket. The board was 

flung across the pavement. Another jerking instinct and she spun the second camera off 

the leading edge. Her left hand jammed the board up under the anorak jabbing her chest 

painfully: she was breathless. She could see the other catchers huddled over Hosie. Her 

job was to run. Take the evidence. They couldn’t be charged if nothing was found. She 

turned back for a second for the helmet, then decided it was too risky. “Keep going,” 

she urged. “You’ve got the cameras.” She ran until the breath pounded through her ears, 

forcing her to stop so it could get out and walk. 

She was gasping so heard she wanted to vomit. She had to slow. Moving 

aimlessly she dodged pedestrians, the occasional bicycle, kids holding hands, teenagers 

rolling into each other’s necks, splurging kisses, slices of pizzas hanging form their lips 

like half smoked cigarettes, last shots of fuel before sneaking home for the night and 

hiding from the rest of the day. 

There would be no more fun tonight. 

She wandered for ages. Her phone kept bleating but she ignored it. She 

remembered Hosie’s hairy behind lying there, exposed. She giggled. She hoped he was 
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all right. She fondled the skateboard under her jacket. Winter. It was nice being 

shapeless sometimes. Nobody stared, or tried to imagine you naked. Puffed up in 

winder woolies, flesh well hidden, it was easy to disguise your thoughts, hide the 

evidence. Around her people pussyfooted, laughed carelessly, elbowed determinedly, all 

lost in the endless spirals of their own little worlds, tangents spinning off never to meet. 

Zaida liked the feeling, the glowing sensation of having done something daring. The 

others could wait until tomorrow. Tonight the film was all hers. She didn’t know how to 

take it off the cameras but just having it there, her own secret, moments of fame before 

everybody knew, was flooding her pounding ears with a sensation of inner warmth. 

She finally found a night bus she recognized. The doors snapped closed and 

went off leaving her behind as she struggled to find her pass. She sat and waited for the 

next one. She could look the schedule up on her phone, but tonight she was going to be 

all alone. Her mind spun. Hosie straddling the middle of the street, swarming sirens 

crowding in, closing the circle as she ran and ran and breached the cordon to escape red 

handed. They’d never find her and she wanted to enjoy that triumph of isolation. 

Tomorrow they would stitch it all together, make it tick, laugh over the fall, rewind, 

reboot, send it out into the ether to entertain, shock, thrill, fill them full of anonymous 

pride. But not yet. 

It was after two in the morning when Zaida made it home. The twins were in 

bed. She switched off their light. Her mother was asleep on the sofa, alone for once. She 

risked having a shower, hot water trickling through her pours, into the crevices of a skin 

that hardly seemed hers. She found clean pajamas and curled up in bed feeling small 

and soft now she was out of her winter clothes. She hid the board in the top of the 

wardrobe, too high for the twins and her mother never made it past the door of her 

bedroom anyway. The cameras were another thing. They slept tightly with her, under 

the pillow of her long black hair, tied up into a knot between her neck and shoulder 

bone. 

Sighing, beginning to drop off, her phone kept twitching, even on silent. Zaida 

ignored it and the sounds of her mother beginning to cry. 

She dreamed of the flashing blue helmet streaked through with silver grey 

streaks of lightening, spatters of red blushing her cheeks. Cosseted heads sped past her 

eyes, bodies carefully coiled on their boards, bending, straightening, curving into shapes 
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as the speed picked them up, kicked them into touch, touch down. Drafters. That’s what 

they called themselves, that’s where they belonged, drifting, wading, speeding down-

hill through city streets on a winter night, no brakes, no hang-ups, no lights but the ones 

doctored by JackyB for the traffic to stall. Except when it didn’t. 

She’d kept the Ground Rules, got the material out of sight as fast as she could. 

She had the board, the two cameras safely closeted. Only the helmet was left, all they 

could identify. She had done her job, gathered up the pieces, run, hid: they would sift 

through the fall out in the morning. Ground Rules were all they had, what tied them 

together, kept them from collapsing apart. Without them she’d be lost. 

The twins were sleeping, eyes gouging out pus. She wiped their faces with a 

damp cloth, got their cereals and hadn’t time for her own as she rushed them out the 

door. They could walk it. Didn’t need a bus. They would get there early but they knew 

the streets, the rubbish bins to avoid. At that time of the morning the area was full of 

kids and mothers, all moving more or less in the same direction. They would be fine. 

She warned them not to stop in the park, that concrete pile of rusting games that would 

leave them dirty and panting all day in their classes, unable to concentrate, only looking 

for an excuse to be excused and visit the loo. Zaida blew them a kiss as they shouldered 

their bags and forgot their homework. Not her problem. She had enough of her own. 

Their mother was still snoring on the sofa. At least she was alone, she thought. Visitors 

only ever seemed to bring troubles. Just like their father. 

The Institute loomed out of the early morning fog. She tugged her rug sack into 

place on her back and got off like an old woman, cautiously, slightly afraid the 

movement would break her hip. With a well-practiced jerk, something like a one legged 

jump, she heaved the books into place so that they hung loosely from her left shoulder. 

She knew it made her un-balanced, but she liked the shuffle. Sometimes she grabbed the 

straps with both hands and held them tight across her chest. Head down, neck bent, hair 

clinging to her shoulders, she shuffled along unnoticed. Looking occupied was a good 

excuse not to exchange kisses or other pleasantries.  

Zaida skipped through the morning queues, people facing work, looking for 

another bus, until the gates hung out ahead on the left and there were only fellow 

students on the street. The heftier shape of an occasional teacher bundled through the 
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crowd, but they too kept their heads low and tried not to recognize fails or near passes 

in their paths.  

Students straggled in vague lines to get through the metal detectors, guards 

slouching, fists resting on gun holsters, fingers twitching, torsos steadily balanced, teeth 

chewing gum, idly watching x-ray machines spill out black and white images of bags, 

undone homework, sweaty salami sandwiches, leaking pens and burnt out pen-drives. 

She’d left the cameras at home of course. No chances. Play by the rules. Ground Rules. 

Through the silent din of Monday morning students lining up, kicking dirt, 

spitting welcomes, insults, heaving fluttering kisses to hopeful loves, casual flings, 

possible romances, she kept her head down and her hoodie tied tight to her chin. 

Puddles crackled as the ice snapped in the morning haze, splintering into thin lines like 

hundreds of frozen toes slithering in panic. Crisp air grew stale with cheap deodorant, 

packed lunches, squirts of a sugary morning juice. She had forgotten her own breakfast.  

She crossed the basketball court noticing one ring lower than the other, bend or 

warped into a protest symbol, almost feministic as a rusty hook jabbed its side. An 

elbow hit her in the back. She jerked. Her runner came undone. She bent to retie the 

knot. “Hey you,” somebody said. Zaida pretended to study her phone instead. After all 

the incessant commotion of the night before, her screen was suddenly remarkable silent, 

pale images of familiar faces staring sternly as if they had nothing more to say. Missed 

calls left their warning, retreated into the shadows. She squinted, surprised. She 

imagined they wanted to catch up on the action or maybe they were just playing safe 

and keeping their heads down until it all blew over. She wasn’t sure what the rules were 

when things went wrong and they crashed. It had never happened before. Maybe they 

were being extra careful, keeping a low profile just in case. She wondered what had 

gone wrong, if JackyB had miscalculated for once and those lights changed at just the 

wrong moment, flashing amber, before bleeding into a deep shade of red. 

A poster hung over the basketball ring like a target, ragged and defiant. She 

wasn’t sure how they had managed to get up there, but there he was. Hosie looked down 

at her. He was in the background, leaning over the candidate’s shoulder, edging him 

forward into the spotlight. The gangly figure was standing firmly, staring straight ahead, 

into her face, over the schoolyard, promising whatever they wanted, whatever they 
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didn’t have. “Pascual for President” sang the words as they danced in the cold breeze, 

tattered edges fluttering like a theme tune. 

Pascual was a funny name for a guy thought Zaida. She didn’t know him. She 

had forgot about the election. Forgot what Pascual was promising, forgot that Hosie was 

all fired up, just like last night, engine roaring into life, another cause to race, another 

fight to lift him over the edge, adrenaline blowout. That’s what Hosie was always 

looking for. Over Pascual’s shoulder he stared at her, asking for her vote. He’d told her 

all about it. That Pascual would change things. Pascual for Student President. He would 

kick ass and get this school moving, get that Director out of his comfortable office and 

down into the classrooms, buying toilet roll and installing heating and air conditioning. 

Enough, Hosie had said was, enough. Pascual would make a difference. Nobody had 

ever known who the Student President was before. Zaida hadn’t even known there was 

one. Pascual had them all fired up, and over his shoulder Hosie was masterminding the 

plan beautifully. 

She had listened to him without paying much attention. She watched his lips 

move, but didn’t read the signals through the morning madness. Hosie was watching her 

every move. There were posters all over the courtyard, splattered to the walls, peeling 

where the cleaners had partially scraped them off, glaring defiantly where students had 

managed to hang them out of reach, over the main entrance, plastered to the flagpole 

nobody had ever seen decorated before. Only a few days to the election Zaida 

remembered. She hoped Hosie would be up for it. 

She checked her phone. Five minutes to math. She headed for the stairs into the 

main building.  

“Hey you.” This time she paused. JackyB held her arm, hand cold through her 

sleeve. “You okay?” 

She nodded. She hadn’t time to think, to wonder if she was okay. Sometimes she 

thought she never was. Or that being okay was just the way she was. She smiled, 

grinned rather, a flicker of warmth. JackyB didn’t notice. Her fingers raked her elbow.  

“Come here,” he said, dragging her to one side. Their eyes caught in a spark of 

panic. 

“What went wrong?” Zaida whispered. 
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JackyB shook his head. Short, brown, his hair clung to his forehead as if forever 

plastered into place by a downpour. She always thought he could be pretty if he wanted 

to be. JackyB seemed to feel otherwise. He didn’t say much really, especially to girls, 

unless it was technological: then he always knew where he stood. JackyB could talk 

Linux for days. People listened knowing he would eventually provide the key, slip them 

a hacked exam paper, change a grade, stop the traffic lights turning red. 

“Don’t fucking know!” JackyB was hyper. Zaida said nothing. “It all worked 

fine. Not my fault.” He repeated it as they gained pace up the steps to the main entrance. 

“Not my fault. It all worked perfectly.” Except of course it didn’t.  

“I’ve got the cameras. The board,” she assured. “Kept the rules.”  

JackyB stared at her briefly. She could smell burnt toast, a hint of garlic from his 

breakfast. They separated, shoveled down opposing corridors. Math.  She sighed, 

glancing again at her silent phone.  

Shuffling towards Room 106B she recognized Benzy’s jacket with the 

distinctive elephant mane hung across the shoulders. She poked him in the back. He 

turned. Lips mouthed something then he pushed forward, quickly outpacing her. Keep 

to the rules thought Zaida. They’d talk later. Don’t attract attention. She spied Aisha and 

sided up to her. 

“Hey.” 

“Hey.” 

“You ok?” 

Crumpled heads nodded. A brief watery smile, collusion or something else. 

Aisha grabbed her hand flirtingly from beneath their hairy cuffs. A squeeze. “Hang in 

there hon!” Aisha didn’t do Drafting. Didn’t do very much she knew about and she 

knew pretty much all there was to know about Aisha. She didn’t really think she had 

best friends, but if she had Aisha would have to be the one. They’d known each other 

since hiding behind rubbish bins throwing stones at the dried up pool in summer, 

sweaty, slippery, seven and a half with nobody to scold or shove them in the deep end. 

Kinder garden, broken slides, messy birth parties, burst balloons and suddenly 

they were in the Institute together, same class, same subjects. Distance was their thing, 
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except they never managed to make it work. They didn’t seem to share likes or dislikes, 

apart from each other. They didn’t hang out together, but were never far apart. They had 

their own groups of friends, then found each other to exchange condolences. 

“It’s tonight,” Aisha mouthed close to Zaida’s ear, as if there was a secret 

everybody knew and nobody wanted to explode. 

“What’s tonight?” 

“The funeral idiot.”  

His fingers clutched her shoulder, digging deep through her jacket. Her blood 

raced and began to curdle as he stared her in the face.  

Zaida shook herself free in a spasm. “What?” Her cheeks were reddening in 

panic, head spinning into a mossy confusion, an insect trembling before the eyes of a 

giant spider called math teacher walking through the door mouth opening to devour. 

Aisha caught her eyes, deep blue turning black. They were searching, looking for pity or 

wondering whether it was needed or not.  

“Tonight,” Aisha repeated. An instinct paused her impatience. “You know he 

didn’t make it?” Her eyes spun in panic, anxiety dripping feebly from her lips. “You 

know, don’t you?” Aisha was pleading, then choked in confusion. 

Zaida felt her stomach leave gravity, her lips tighten around the taste of car 

fumes and bile. Her teeth mangled as her tongue scratched for a response. “Bloody 

Drafters,” she heard Aisha mutter as they sat down and began to copy. Somehow the 

erratic sounds on her phone began to make sense, a flurry of panic dying into a haze of 

silent confusion, shameful waste, dead tones nobody could string together into a 

meaningful message. Defaced, devalued, she switched it off beneath her desk. She’d 

always been good at numbers, just bad at applying them the way teachers wanted. She 

should have been quicker to realize two and two weren’t adding up last night. She tried 

sobbing, but her eyes were too dry, the tears lurching aimlessly to drown at the gate.  
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2 

Nobody knew what the Ground Rules were for a funeral. During lunchtime break, 

queuing for stale sandwiches, eyes flickered, twitched, fingers nervously glazed 

touchpads, but in the end nobody spoke or came close. Distance was a good start. 

Nobody must know. 

Except they had to.  

Hosie’s face haunted her all morning, that and his hairy behind seeping through 

expensive underwear, hanging out to dry on the pavement for all to see. Posters floated 

in and out of Zaida’s visions, but all she could see was his bottom, imagine the hairs 

curling there on the pavement, curiously still, peaceful. She could swear he was moving, 

heaving away full of life, but it was nothing but a retch as his breath faded into the 

damp pavement. How could he just not be? Dead meant nothing. Funeral was an empty 

sound. She’d never been to one before. She felt numb, unable to stir an emotion. 

Nobody had. Nobody knew the rules of the new game. 

Sometime towards fourth period phones clicked into action. It seemed safe to 

ask questions. The whole school was; they would no longer run the risk of being picked 

out as Drafters, as accessories to the drama with their silence. Benzy was the first to 

break their fast, stale bread choking tears that gushed down throats with the help of 

cheap coke and a hidden fag behind the changing rooms. He swallowed, thin lips 

licking his jaw, large nose following the darting of rapid, blue eyes. He smelled of 

toothpaste despite the food. Slowly, they all gathered, the full team. Security knew 

about the smoking of course. That was their game: they let students do a few things 

illegally so that they kept their temper and didn’t create real problems. Except that death 

was a real problem. 

There were no details. Zaida was spared gore. Dead on arrival. Online 

information was limited, curiously reluctant to stray from the facts. Everybody knew 

about the Drafters, the races: it was all over YouTube. Behind their masks, flowing 

scarves and hooded eyes they were famous. Nobody knew who they really were. They 

hadn’t identified Hosie as one, yet. She had the cameras: maybe they never would. 

Reckless. Insane. Just deserts. Fuming opinions splashed through chat rooms, 

bounded across blogs, bounced around cyberspace until they were as endless and 
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suffocating as the universe itself. The official student website was softer, taking the 

angle of upcoming elections. Who would replace Hosie on the platform? Would Pascual 

be able to do it all by himself? Was he the real brains behind the operation? Radiant 

pictures flooded her feeds but failed to replace Zaida’s own image of him, lungs 

heaving, knees bend to his chest, dark green duffle coat glaring in the spotlight. The 

silver-blue-grey helmet spun again through her mind. She had the cameras she reminded 

herself, kept to the rules. But Hosie was gone. She tried to grab an image, tie it down, 

stamp on it until it was real. She struggled painfully to make herself cry. She wouldn’t 

see him again. He might have been her boyfriend. They’d slept together. He’d kissed 

her before she’d strolled down the hill, down the street to take her position. She tried to 

remember his bones, the colour of his skin against her own, one darker than the other, 

soft as baby’s bum, through the dusk, lips eager, then blown out like a candle in the 

wind. “Hosie,” she whispered. But she couldn’t draw blood. There was nothing to make 

his absence concrete, apart from a funeral no one wanted to go to, nobody knew how to 

attend. Ground Rules were all that mattered; they just didn’t cover all the alternatives. 

A funeral Zaida thought. That was one for the books. Nobody paid any attention 

to the books that day. Less than ever. Their phones were overheating, blazing infinities, 

towering infernos of theories, conspiracies, love, hate. She dived in head-on, drowning 

in chat, splashing waves of anger, bursts of storm stroked whirlpools. That was the only 

way to face an online presence, anything to replace Hosie’s absence. Nobody caught her 

eyes as they shuffled through the gates that evening on their way home. Silence floated 

in with a puff of gently snow, just enough to make concrete pretty, to dapple the high-

rise blocks with specks of pity, a gleam of promise as sunlight gazed from behind the 

silent, snow-lined clouds overhead. 

She hoped her mother wouldn’t be home. Feed the twins, pretend they were 

doing their homework and then she could sneak out unquestioned. Simpler that way. 

What are you wearing? Zaida insisted, fingers jabbing the phone to life.  

Aisha was non-committal. Black. 

Black? She typed back. Just black?  

That’s about what you wear to a funeral.  
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She had lots of black. They all did. A good colour for winter. And Spring too. 

Long, short, floppy, tight, black fitted whatever the purpose. 

 Nothing too sexy was Aisha’s reply. Made sense thought Zaida. You didn’t want 

to be sexy at a funeral. She found it difficult at the best of times. No problem on that 

front. She rummaged in her wardrobe. His board was up there, beneath her summer 

tracksuits. Not a black one among them she realized. She checked the cameras stuffed 

into her underwear drawer. She would tell no one where they were. Just in case. Her 

fingers started to work, join the group. She cut through the conversation about clothes 

and let her fingers race: 

 I have the board, she typed. 

STOP snapped JackyB. The phone rang in her face before Zaida had time to 

react.  

“JackyB? What’s up?” 

He sounded hoarse. Nobody likes funerals.  

“Don’t …” 

“Don’t what?” 

“Don’t anything!” 

She breathed down the line. JackyB didn’t seem able to explain. “Just don’t 

type,” he managed. “Nothing. Talk tomorrow.” 

What’s up? She asked Aisha. Black, came the reply and a photo of black. Black 

t-shirt. Black trousers, loose and hanging. Not very appropriate but she didn’t lodge her 

comment. She’d just been told not to, to stay silent. 

Black, she agreed and snapped a dark polo neck, loose around the chest, tight at 

the neck. It would hang nicely over dark, grey leggings and her long black boots. No 

one would notice anyway. She’d be wearing her heavy, brown anorak. They all would. 

Winter. They had about two coats each if they were lucky, and the lighter one they kept 

for Drafting. That wasn’t the one for a funeral. Zaida caught another glimpse of the 

racing board, partly uncovered as she searched fumbled for a disguise. Hosie flickered 

out the corner of her eye, hazel eyes searching, spindle-like fingers grasping her dark 
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hair. She jerked away, swung her gaze back. Just the board. Their escape plan. Nothing 

more. The cameras were elsewhere. Just in case. Just in case of what she didn’t know: 

just in case was a fifth instinct that kept her alive, and safe from all her mother’s 

partners. Just in case was a very useful sense to have. She tried to teach the twins a little 

bit of it every day. Her phone bleeped. Aisha giving a thumbs up. The polo was on. 

The twins were studying at a friend’s house. So they said. She believed them 

because it was easier than not. Her mother wasn’t back which meant she’d lost her job 

again, found another one or was just missing in action. She did a quick sweep and tidied 

the flat a bit. It didn’t take long. She wasn’t concentrating but the rough sweeping 

motions kept her mind off funerals. She didn’t feel better but she wasn’t thinking.  

She’d arranged to meet Aisha at the bus stop so they could go together and hold 

hands. “I’ve never been to a funeral before.” 

“Me neither.” 

“What do they do?” 

“Don’t know. Be quiet I suppose.” 

Hosie would be very quiet she calculated, then pinched herself for being cruel, 

or unholy or irrelevant or something like that. Hosie would have laughed. Would laugh 

at his own funeral. She knew that. She knew Hosie well enough to know that. Or 

thought she did. She choked back a spasm in her throat, the urge to vomit. She clutched 

at a tissue to hold her nose. It was too flimsy for the tears that came pounding, unasked, 

unashamed, bundling a hive of hidden emotions into a puddle that flooded her boots. 

Hand in hand, black on black, the rain blotted their shadows into puddles of 

faded light as they stood waiting for the 64C and then trundled away in its wake down 

the avenue, out from the suburbs towards the center where they had to change twice to 

get to the mortuary.  

“Is this where he lives?” asked Aisha. 

“Lived,” Zaida corrected. They both went silent. “No,” she tried again, 

attempting to recover a conversation. “No. Just where they bury you.” 

“I think it’s cremation.” 
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“Whatever.” Zaida wasn’t sure of the difference for a moment. She drowned 

emotions in logistics. “He lived near us. Never been to his house. But he always took 

the 64C home.” 

“What religion was he?” 

“How would I know? Just like us I imagine. Nothing special.” 

“Bet his parents are.” 

“All parents are.” 

“Until they forget.” 

“Or remember.” 

Aisha agreed. So did Zaida. There was a lot to be said for friendships where 

agreement or disagreement was as simple as being at ease, when opinions served to 

support, reinforce, not tear apart and isolate. They huddled their coats close in the wind, 

crushing out the rattle of traffic speeding home through the gloom, the bubble of kids 

clinging incessantly to hopes their parents would give in and buy them a burger or pizza 

for tea, the rustle of shopping being sucked up a lift to the kitchen, homework spilling 

onto the floor begging for a dog to eat it before a teacher derided its value. 

“This is it,” Aisha announced. “I said we’d meet them here on the corner.” One 

by one the gang arrived. The Drafters, Benzy, Diesel, JackyB, Anil, and then there was 

Aisha and others gathering, grouping, chattering as if they were going to a game or a 

concert, for a day in the park, hands shuffling deep in pockets, shy glances reflecting 

unspoken concerns, faint smiles, questioning glimpses of flittering lips, darting eyes, as 

they blew greetings to each other across the mirror of changing friendships and daily 

mishaps. Not sure who was leading, they turned in a knob and walked together down 

the street, waiting patiently at the crossing without JackyB’s help changing the lights, 

then slouching down the pavement into the moonlight, images folding together into one 

black blob hunched over in surprise, sorrow as they found the side door and entered a 

crematory for their first time. One of them thought they were too young to be doing this. 

Another grabbed somebody’s hand. Somebody else tried not to cry. Then, caught up in 

a twirl of social grace they fanned out into the room and held their place and followed 

the rituals that put the dead to sleep, out of reach and if at all possible, out of mind. 

JackyB handed the Drafters a pill each. They swallowed.  
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JackyB sided up to Zaida as the man with the microphone started to speak. He 

tried to catch her attention, but it was elsewhere. She stared across ruffled heads and 

knitted hats. She had forgotten Hosie had a younger brother. His parents looked 

younger, much more vital than she had imagined. Maybe all their parents were healthier 

than offspring envisioned when grouped together outside the confines of their own 

houses and family walls. They were sobbing, shoulders shaking like litter across 

heaving streets of pedestrians. His mother couldn’t seem to stop. Zaida felt the urge to 

join in. But it wasn’t their right. They were in the wrong pew. They hung their heads 

silently, down the back. She was surprised how many adults there were, as if their 

school friend had suddenly been stolen and whisked away into another world. She saw 

the helmet flare again, remembered grabbing the board, the camera strap snapping, 

hitting back and cutting her chin. Her hand brushed the bruise. Nobody had noticed 

beneath her scarf. JackyB nudged her thoughts.  

“Listen.” He was whispering. Everybody was whispering. That was death. 

Burials. Funerals. A world where people stopped talking and started muttering, in 

tongues, rituals, routines that seemed reserved for just such a special occasion. Zaida 

rubbed her eyes. Tears or the cold, her throat was swollen and refused to bark. She 

wanted to hug Aisha but JackyB was in the way.  

“Listen,” JackyB said again. Zaida wondered if it was rude to speak at a funeral, 

down the back, away from the wailing, where you could hardly hear the microphone, so 

far away she couldn’t still decide what religion they were supposed to be. 

“Don’t text. Don’t do anything by phone. Nothing electronic.” 

She twisted her head slowly and caught his eye. He turned away to stare ahead, 

at the coffin in the distance. There were candles she noticed, flickering twitches of hope 

grasping her eyelids. They threw a delicate haze over the proceedings. A well-framed 

memory, they’d provide a fadeout to the video Zaida thought, if they ever uploaded it. 

Dreamy and promising, the opposite to the stuffy smell of dried damp, over used 

perfume and hair gel toppling from beneath their woolen hoodies. 

“Nothing,” repeated JackyB. “You don’t know who’s listening to what. If you 

have something to say, say it. No digital prints. They’re looking for us.” 
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Zaida just nodded. Digital prints? Who was looking for who? “I’ve got the 

cameras,” was all she managed.  

“I know.” JackyB bent his head, let it rest on his chest. Everybody was doing it. 

Zaida echoed their stance. “Keep them for the moment. Not sure what to do next. But 

remember. Face to face only.” He squeezed her hand suddenly. Just like a girl. JackyB 

was funny. You never knew what he would do next. 

Upfront, a curtain was opening and the dark brown casket began a slow march 

forward, or backwards, completely unlike the careering tumble that had brought poor 

Hosie death on a street corner. It slithered slowly, in an abstract way, a cold shield of 

reflection that hid the real direction of the movement, the emotions it was leaving 

behind. The remains slowly slid away. Maybe she had been expecting flames, hell itself, 

who knows, but that gliding motion, unending, halting, forced her thoughts through a 

siphon of tears and twisted emotions that seemed to last for hours until finally the 

curtain fell back into place and all that was left of Hosie was an image of his feet 

disappearing into a furnace that had only been barely disguised behind rose tinted doors, 

and a blue floating veil that did nothing at all to shield the rasp of his helmet through 

Zaida’s jaded mind. Not a flame in sight, not a flare to be heard, just the flash of his 

helmet speeding across her vision, the two of them lying perfectly still in the haze of a 

double joint. A rose. A bud. By any other name. 

That was it. So it seemed. The adults began to leave from the front, consoling 

each other, shaking hands. Nobody wanted to meet his friends. Made sense. They’d 

never met in real life. 

Outside they hung around undefined. Benzy hummed. Somebody punched his 

arm, gently kicking him into silence. Diesel dribbled pebbles underfoot, his long frame 

weaving shapes through the threatening rain. Anil sobbed gently, carefully, behind a 

handkerchief far too big for her pale white hands. Aisha put her arm through Zaida’s, 

they shuddered in each other’s sticky warmth. Their hair tangled, peaches and ginger, 

shampoo glistened, their lips cracking in the stiff breeze. JackyB glanced at his phone, 

winced and put it back in his pocket. Somebody sniffed, or blew off a head cold. They 

took another pill. There was a smell of dried pee hanging around the corners, not what 

you would expect for a funeral home. Maybe it was the dogs, or cats, that seemed to be 
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prowling around the gates. They knew it was a vodka night. Zaida wondered about the 

twins but they were able to put themselves to bed.  

“They’re looking for the driver. Blaming it all on him.” 

“Or her.” 

“Nobody knows.” 

“Have they not missed the board? Wondered why he had a helmet on?” 

“Don’t seem to put it all together.” 

“The videos will tell,” said Zaida. 

“Tell what?” 

“Who it was.” 

They went silent. 

“In the car I mean.” 

“You’re right.” 

“We could upload it. Put out a search call for a crazy driver.” 

“Not now.” JackyB was still paranoid. “Keep everything hush. No digital print. 

New rules eh.” 

Everyone nodded. JackyB was always right. Nobody wanted to wonder if he had 

been on the night, if the light had tripped by accident, if the car had simply run through 

red and broken the law along with Hosie’s bones, or if there really had been a technical 

override. JackyB could see them avoid his eyes.  

“The helmet is a giveaway.” 

“But I took the camera. I snapped it off.” Zaida noticed the silence. “Off the 

board too. No trace. Ground Rules.” Her voice faded, tangled in whispers that failed to 

emerge. Everybody was breathing in slow motion, avoiding blame, 

“You did,” somebody acknowledged.  

“Come on. Let’s go.” 
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“Can somebody pay for me on the bus?” asked Benzy.  

“Sure,” a voice mumbled. “I’ve got credit.” 

“Cool” 

They shuffled forward, unsure how to get out of the enclosure, find a way back 

to normality. Nobody seemed to remember how they had entered.  

“Over there.” 

“You sure.” 

“No.” 

“Let’s try.” 

“That way.” Out of the blue, a tall skinny shape approached, arm swinging like a 

jelly baby in a child’s grasp. “That way folks,” he was waving. “Think it’s that way.” 

Zaida recognized him but couldn’t put a name to the unshaven face. All angles 

and bushy brows, spiky hair like a genius lost in the cold. “Hiya Zaida,” he was saying, 

clasping her fingers between his gloved palms. “Good to meet you. Heard a lot about 

you. Hosie always talked about you. Poor Hosie.” 

Zaida blinked, looked around for help. Nobody was in the mood. Aisha winked, 

a smile twitching her lips, smothered as she thought it might not be the moment, not 

respectful enough. 

“I’m Pascual,” he said. He smiled again, too brightly, out of place. “I know, silly 

name. Brings me luck.” 

 She blinked. Another stranger. Funerals were for losing things not finding new 

ones. Diesel elbowed her in the side. That hurt she thought. Then she remembered 

Hosie, staring her down from the posters all over the school walls. That was him. 

Pascual. The man whose shoulder Hosie hovered over.  

“I’m the Candidate.” 

“The Candidate.” She let the word roll around her tongue, lick her tongue 

teasingly. She giggled. Aisha did too. They all had a quiet laugh, a break from 

mourning. The pills were taking effect. They needed a vodka. Pascual smiled. Big 
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bright teeth, not all that white but daring enough to have an impact, to fill a gap. Zaida 

grinned back. 

“I want you to be my campaign manager.” 

She laughed now. They all did. No holding back. Tension coiled, electric 

swinging tautly into recoil until it licked back in anger, twitching beyond control. 

“Sure,” she said. “Whatever.” 

“Whatever.” His eyes twinkled beneath an unruly fringe. Zaida noticed damp 

trickle off the end of his nose. “You’ve got a job.” 

She needed a job. “Cool.” She couldn’t hear herself through the sobs.  

The twins were asleep when she made it home. Her mother was up and smiling. 

“Want coffee honey?” she asked. Zaida didn’t but wanted her mum and said yes. 

They hung out for half an hour. Her mum asked about news. Zaida said there 

wasn’t any really. Everything the same as usual. And maybe it was. Hosie wouldn’t be 

there, like a missing tooth. Her tongue fingered his absence. She wondered if she’d get 

used to the gap. Her mother pressed her arm, smiled that loving warmth that she knew 

was fake, not false, just passing, unreliable so in the end it had to be fake. She was 

careful not to be trapped into sedation. It never lasted, but now and again the illusion 

was enough to keep her up a few minutes longer. “Here,” her mother said. “Take this,” 

and she gave her an extra-large shot of vodka. “You look as if you need it.”  

She did. She wondered briefly what her mother needed. She hated when her 

mother was too happy, still too high to fall. She’d better go to bed. Somebody would 

have to get the twins up in the morning. 

Masked sadness lurked under dark hats and blue black eyes. The figures rode 

through her sleep silently, remorseful, staring at her as if she was to blame. Everybody 

muttered about the crazy driver. Zaida wondered what he was doing, racing lights, 

floating down the city street at a speed that could only kill when things went wrong. 

They’d had crashes, falls but never a head on before. You only need one. No going 

back. His brother looked like him, smaller, longer hair, redder nose but the same 

dimples and cast down eyes, sheepishly gazing out with a flash of devilment, a hint of 

rebellion. His father just seemed lost, as if he wouldn’t even find space to stare into. The 

mother crying, a big wet handkerchief failing to mop up her wails. She left them there 
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in the front row, turned, slid her head into the pillow and remembered Hosie lying 

beside her breathing gently, ruffling her hair with a nervous finger as she sang rap songs 

to soothe away the night. 

JackyB was right. Keep their digital print well underfoot. Hide away, low 

profiles, Ground Rules. Not a single flicker of life. They were looking for a reckless car 

driver at the moment but they might start delving deeper and nobody wanted Hosie to 

foot the bill. Let him die in peace. Zaida’s head ached. Too much vodka. Or a pill to far.  

Coffee helped her focus in the morning but Hosie’s face still spun in her cereal 

bowl. She left it half-full. The twins munched through theirs. They had dressed 

differently today Zaida noticed. Never a good sign. One in blue and the other in red, 

they were out for blood. 

“I’m Belle,” Dixie claimed.  

“No you’re not! I am!” Belle argued.  

This could go on for hours. They tended to wear the same outfits when they 

were happy, to confuse and didn’t seem to mind if people got them confused. But when 

they decided to differ, to hang their sameness in front of people’s faces, it was a direct 

challenge: not knowing who was who was a red flag to their bullish attitude.  And to 

heighten the tension, they would lie anyway just to make a fool out of attentive faces. It 

didn’t work of course with Zaida, or their mother, but just about everybody else boiled 

in frustration. They could be so cute, except when they didn’t want to be. 

“Stop it!” she warned. “Just stop it.”  

“Dixie started it!” 

“Belle did.” 

“I don’t care. Both of you stop it!” 

“She’s hung-over.”  

They laughed. 

“Belle’s gone red.” 

“Dixie’s feeling blue.” 
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Zaida sighed. Funny how something that was so obvious could defeat everybody 

else. She could tell them apart a mile off, the extra line, the twist of an eyebrow, the curl 

of the upper lip, the tongue swishing through the gap of uneven front teeth, the flick of a 

hair behind the ear just a second before her twin. Thousands of clues slotted together 

into a picture only Zaida, their mother, and maybe a handful of close friends, could ever 

see. The twins loved it. Somebody was going to suffer today. She knew there would be 

calls later from the Deputy Head. They were set for a rampage. She reminded herself 

not to be home later when the phone began ringing. Fortunately, they didn’t have her 

mobile on file. Maybe their mother’s if she hadn’t changed it to avoid another unwanted 

encounter.  

“You know what a campaign manager is?”  

The twins squirmed. Dixie slurped her milk. Belle let hers splatter into the bowl. 

“No!” they said together and giggled again, bums slipping off their chairs, feet 

tickling the ground. 

“Neither do I.” 

Dixie and Belle bounced out the door and ran for their life. “Morning!” they 

were shouting at neighbours, desperately trying to ignore them as they emptied garbage, 

smoked a hidden cigarette, shuffled off to work or down the shopping mall for a cheap 

breakfast.  

Zaida cleared the table. She wouldn’t make the gates on time. They wouldn’t let 

her into class. That was the plan. 
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3 

Late JackyB texted. A keyword. That was allowed it seemed. A one-word sound bite. 

Nobody could mistake its intentions and link them to a Drafter incident, an illegal 

YouTube video or a dead companion on the curb. Late. They knew what it meant, that 

no one else would. 

Zaida walked through the entrance head down. She could see banners fluttering 

overhead. She didn’t want to catch Hosie’s eyes, but couldn’t help noticing somebody 

had scratched them out on one poster and penciled in a moustache on another. A dark 

sense of humour had painted his whole head black in the one down the main corridor, 

except the eyes. The competition was looking shiny happy and sparkling in comparison. 

WE’VE DONE IT BEFORE WE CAN DO IT AGAIN proclaimed the promise of Hosie’s 

rival. Bright, young, red haired, freckled, Tootsie was laughing her way to freedom, the 

Presidency. That’s what she promised at least: silver clouds across a rainbow of hope. 

Money, facilities, no study, just work, a future in your hands. She hadn’t a clue what she 

was talking about, but she didn’t know what Hosie was offering either. Less than a 

week ago, Zaida, like most students she suspected, didn’t even know there was an 

election and that they had the right to vote. It was all sewn up. She just wondered what 

Hosie had been doing, why he of all people wanted to change the world. And then the 

world had changed him. Forever. 

“What did you mean?” She pressurized JackyB. “What do you mean no digital 

print?” 

They feigned attention to their books. Late arrivals were herded into the library 

to study in theory, and make up for their tardiness. Some joke. The Drafters all 

managed to be late. They were forewarned. That was the plan. 

The tables were tattooed, pencil marked, biro scratched. Legs kicked underneath, 

knees burned together, hands occasionally straying to flicker on screens smoldering 

under tables, tucked into rattling knees. Not this morning. Technology was left to idle. 

Too much to think about. Too little to do.  

“They’re looking for the driver not a Drafter,” Benzy whispered. Diesel nodded.  
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JackyB summarized. “For the moment. And we can’t be sure.” He flipped a 

page, fingers delicate, deliberate, nails short and accurate, keyboard proof, keyboard 

crafted.  

“The helmet.” Zaida sighed. “They must guess. Why would you wear a helmet 

crossing a street?” 

“Walking across a street you mean. Just walking!” 

They smiled, almost giggled, snorted, choked back nervous tickles. Not 

appropriate. Not in a library. Not when talking about a best friend’s death.  

“Running they say.” 

“From what?” 

“They’re more interested in the car jumping a light.” 

“Better for us.” 

“And it sped off. Guilty as sin.” 

They all nodded, pens clicking against unopened notebooks, phones beaming 

messages of peace, hits, new photos being uploaded without their consent, awareness, 

followers adding, multiplying, dividing, swallowing Drafting images whole while they 

sat back and wondered where their futures might lie. 

“I don’t believe them,” JackyB said. His eyes flicked across the table, scouting, 

scarcely daring to focus. 

“Why?” somebody asked. They all waited. 

“Don’t know. Too much activity. It’s all over the net. They won’t let it be. This 

isn’t over by far. And they haven’t even asked us anything yet.” He paused. “We were 

his friends after all.” 

Zaida remembered the family at the funeral. Maybe it was much simpler she 

thought if you’re related, easier to know what to do or how to react. It was funny how 

Hosie still seemed to be there, at their meeting, huddled alongside, copying her 

homework. Funny how he was breathing down her neck, how she could miss somebody 

who hadn’t really left, how somebody could still be present without having a body to 

inhabit. She shivered. She wondered if he ever would leave. 
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“If they haven’t spoken to us it might mean they don’t need to. They could be 

tracking everything we do or say.” 

JackyB could be so paranoid. But then again he was the only one who knew 

what paranoid was. 

“I’ve got the cameras,” Zaida reminded. “We have to look at the footage. The 

car will be in them. The driver maybe.” 

“A number plate even,” gushed Diesel.  

Anil wheezed. “Jesus!” 

“Come on. Saturday. My house.” She needed to see, wanted to feel Hosie’s last 

seconds, as if the reality of being hit might make her feel the impact and finally break 

down and cry. 

JackyB nodded. He ran a hand through his hair. “Don’t tell anyone. No texting 

about it. Nothing at all. Silence.” He wiped his nose. His coat slit open over a crumpled 

t-shirt promoting cheap vodka. “Can’t be this easy go unnoticed.” 

Zaida wasn’t so sure. Pondering wore her out. “Can I bring Aisha?” 

“She’s not a Drafter.” 

She knows all about it.” 

JackyB didn’t want to say yes. The others didn’t Aisha to say no. Zaida took that 

as a majority vote. “Ten pm then unless my mother decides to stay in.” 

“Can you get her out?” 

“Can’t get her to do anything.” 

A familiar feeling. 

“The twins have a birthday party. She’ll use that as an excuse to wander.” Zaida 

was confident. They needed confidence right now. The bell rang in the background. 

Class time. Class change. Another rush hour down the corridors, no helmets for 

protection, crashes likely, deaths less so. They stumbled out the door and looked for the 

re-boot they needed.  
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“Ah there you are!” A hand grabbed her shoulder, spinning her out of line, into 

the fray, an onslaught of stabbing feet, darting eyes, dangerously spiked hair. 

“Looking for you. When can we talk?” 

For a girl who didn’t do that much talking, her agenda was piling up.  

“The library? Can you skip class?” 

“Just been there.” 

“Go again?” 

“No. Better not.” Nobody would care but Zaida needed time to think. She still 

didn’t know what a campaign manager was. She knew there was something she had 

forgotten to ask the others earlier. History next. That always gave her space to muse. 

“At the break then. Down by the basketball court?” 

She remember Hosie’s face hanging in the rain, poster creaking overhead, with 

this fresh young man, still unshaven, hanging forward, threatening a break with the past. 

That’s what the poster said.  

MOVE FORWARD.  

VOTE PASCUAL. 

Pascual wanted to meet her down the basketball court. Fine. Hosie had never 

mentioned Pascual. Never said a word. 

She dodged a hit. Four or five young lads from first or second year were beating 

around, shouting, flinging a ball vaguely at the ring, which bent, wobbled kindly in turn, 

playing their game without surrendering, making it too difficult, or too easy. They 

laughed and flung again. The ball bounced back to land at their feet. Puddles were 

drying into sockets of damp as the sun broached through the concrete sky and beamed a 

smile over their breakfast break. The canteen bustled with sweat, sticky chocolate and 

drying donuts, laughs, giggles, beeping phones, clicking games, the whoosh of a new 

video splashing across an iPad. She was glad to be outside. 

She unzipped her jacket. There was a hint of spring as if night was breaking into 

dawn. The Drafting season was nearly over. Too many people, too difficult to empty the 
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streets when the heat kicked in and people refused to go home. They might make one 

last ride, to honor Hosie, remember his fall, prove they could outride the setback. 

“Look!” 

Zaida didn’t need to. She could no longer glance anywhere without seeing 

Hosie, if not on the bloody posters, in her bloody, red brain. She just nodded. “I know.” 

She didn’t explain what she knew, didn’t know what she knew. It just seemed 

something useful to say. 

Pascual held her arm again. She wished he wouldn’t. She snapped her elbow 

free. She wondered what he had for breakfast. He smelled of petals, sesame seeds or 

Greek yogurt. She wasn’t sure. She hoped she didn’t smell of vodka. Breaths stuck in 

her throat, halting sensations of a world that barely kept still enough to be censored. 

“Sorry.” She winced. Not a way to start a conversation. She looked him in the 

eyes, blue, tinged with green. She wished he would cut that wisp of a beard jutting 

pointlessly from the jut of his chin. He probably thought it was cute, or radical, or 

funny. She just wanted to snap it off, cut it out. 

“So will you do it?” 

“Do what?” 

“Be my new campaign manager.” 

They walked slowly, heads down again, watching their feet. He had good 

trainers she recognized. His jeans were clean. 

“Hosie talked a lot about you. Said you were good.” 

Hosie talked a lot about her. That was hard to imagine. He hardly knew her. 

What would he have talked about? Good. Good at what? She nodded. “I don’t know 

anything about campaign managing. Didn’t even know there was an election.” 

“He says you have imagination.” 

Had she? Maybe she had. She’d chosen his helmet. She knew all the streets and 

identified the best, the fastest, the busiest, the most daring and the easiest to navigate. 

Pity she hadn’t seen that car coming. That would have been imagination. Something 

useful at least. She proffered Pascual a grin. He smiled. He had nice lips. Pity about the 
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hair. His hand patted it straight. Idiot. It would never work. It was a spring he would 

never flatten, forever hanging like a mane over his shoulders. Shave, cut your hair, look 

decent. Maybe that was what a campaign manager should say. She decided differently.  

“What’s the campaign for?” 

“Student President.” It was his turn to look confused. He didn’t look at her. He 

didn’t want to know if she was joking or not, because he wouldn’t know how to process 

the answer. 

“Why would you want to be Student President?” 

“To do things.” 

“What things?” 

She was surprised by his silence, that the conversation had come to the end of 

the basketball court and they had to decide to turn back or walk all around. She 

unwound her scarf and turned her face to the sun, feeble, bright, tantalizing, hinting at a 

rainbow. “Think of just one reason,” she said. “Then get back to me.” She remembered 

her bruised neck and quickly huddled the scarf back into a knot. 

Pascual rubbed a finger across increasingly interesting lips. “No problem.” But 

his voice had lowered enough to hint at a degree of difficulty.  

“Just one,” Zaida insisted. “And we’ll need new posters. Just you. I’m not 

getting up there with you. And get a haircut.” 

“No way.” 

“Good. I didn’t think you would.” She laughed. She hadn’t laughed for a while. 

“I like a man with principles.” 

She walked off. Pascual stood still. He didn’t know what to make of her. Hosie 

had told him she was special. He hoped special didn’t mean trouble. He dodged a 

basketball and walked quickly in the direction of the science lab. Something was 

brewing and he liked the smell.  

The morning raced by in a flash of mixed images, subjects tangling up in blue, 

jagged edges failing to gel and come together in a whole, more like a pane of ice to be 

skated over, hoping it wouldn’t snap in the middle. And it might. Spring was around the 
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corner, treacherous as it pumped life into aching bones, threatened flabby white skin, 

locked up in layers all winter, with a burst of sharp air, the stroke of sunshine before it 

burnt you raw. 

She had no clothes for the summer Zaida remembered. She’d grown. No 

problem in winter: anoraks disguised almost everything, dietary problems, hot flushes, 

even an unwanted child. Spring brought you out of incubation, bared the body for all to 

see. The season when you let your hair grow long to disguise eyes that had hidden all 

winter. Then it had to be all cut off in case it lent shadows where none should appear. 

Hosie was taking the form of a hungry cavern, a scary pit sucking her emotions. 

Funny how she spent more time thinking about him now he was no longer here. 

Imagination. That’s what he said. She knew she had imagination, just didn’t know other 

people knew. That was cool. Bit frightening but cool. “Damn,” she muttered between 

her teeth. 

“What did you say?” 

“Nothing.”  

Aisha sighed, poked her, smiled. “Come on. Friday. Night out or you stuck with 

your Drafters? You can do better than that. What do you think you got me for? We’re 

our own gang.” 

She was right. Sometimes they just needed each other. Nobody to tell them what 

to do. Aisha had her own sisters but they were all older and just bossed her around. 

Usually, they ignored her, like a mother. The big advantage of a brood was that Aisha 

always had spare clothes, hand-me-downs mostly, but a change for any quick fix. Zaida 

couldn’t imagine wearing the twin’s clothes. She hoped they hadn’t got into trouble. 

They would be in and out of the toilets all morning, changing into each other, so that by 

the last bell no one in the whole school would have the slightest idea who was who.  

“Friday,” she said. “Let’s raze.” 

Aisha punched her again. “Go for it. I’ve got dope and found a ten note this 

morning.” 

“Your mother being forgetful again.” 

“Oh boy oh yes.” 
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“Cash.” 

“Spend it.” 

Zaida just wondered if the Drafters had a plan or if she should make one. With 

long evenings breaching the air, broaching their hormones, there would be fewer and 

fewer opportunities for those last races. They hadn’t uploaded a video for days. People 

would be waiting. They were. She’d seen the messages, piping, peeping, beeping, 

stirring shit where enough had been laid to rest. 

Her phone was going berserk, Pascual typing faster than she cared to read. 

Hope. 

Tacky. 

Love. 

You serious? 

Treachery. 

Getting closer. 

But Pascual wasn’t. She’d asked him for just one word. A parting shot. She 

hadn’t been thinking, had no idea what she really wanted. His suggestions weren’t very 

helpful. “Load of shit,” she thought. Maybe he really should shave and start again.  

Hosie said you were good. 

She didn’t reply. He’d said that before. She sent a question mark back. 

One last race? She texted the group. 

Silence. 

That made sense. 

We’re a man short, Diesel finally answered. There was no need to reply to that. 

Obvious. Smileys flew. Meaningless characterizations, replacements of words that 

couldn’t be written, failed to express, then emoji’s that kicked into action and started to 

draw meaning from their own wavering life.  

I’ll do it. 
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You’ve never done it before. 

I’ll chose the street carefully. Pedestrian. Full of shoppers going home. Dead 

end swerve at the end. No traffic, just people. 

Zaida was sweating. She’d do it. For Hosie. For herself. The need to stop 

thinking was overwhelming her sense of self-preservation. 

And if WE hit someone? That blows us. 

Fuck. One thing is a car mowing us down, another us drafting over a child or 

some helpless old woman. No saving us then. 

We’re too good. We’ll avoid them. That’s the killing point. All those rich kids 

and we won’t touch a hair. 

She was convincing.  

I can do it. 

Just you then? 

She had to think about that. Messages flew, praise and wonder, excitement and 

fear. 

“Aisha?” She always turned when she used her name. Swiveled carefully 

knowing something was coming, a missile she might need to duck. “See you after the 

Draft?” 

“Ah common Zaida. Don’t! Don’t do another. Leave it for this season.” 

“That’s why we can’t.” 

“We or you?” 

“Same.” 

 She felt herself shaking. Aisha was avoiding her eyes. Zaida tried to bring her 

back. “Meet you afterwards. Still early. Down the playground as usual. Anybody 

welcome.” 

“Anybody?” Aisha laughed. The playground was a hangout. Anybody was 

somebody with nowhere else to go.  
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Courage. 

Not very promising. Pascual was falling beneath her pedestal. She needed to get 

him on track, sort him out. Zaida hid her head in her books, fingers scraping her pad.  

Get a haircut. 

Smiley return. 

She glanced up to see the science teacher fiddling with her specs.  

“You ok Zaida?”  

She nodded. She obviously wasn’t, but she never was. Just some days the 

teachers noticed more than others. Just some teachers noticed some days more than 

others.  What a waste of time: nobody noticed anything more than anyone else. She 

copied a sentence or two from the digital board they’d recently installed. She did a 

problem and got it right. So smart she could hear the teacher think, sigh, then turn away 

and worry about her own teenage son already a father. Everybody knew the story and 

they hung around their science teacher in a mob of confusion, seeking help and 

understanding while hoping for forgiveness and a pat on the back. The science teacher 

understood but she only had two hands to go around and desperately needed to keep 

them for her own offspring. 

Go for it. 

For what? 

Courage. 

You think so? 

She nodded but didn’t reply. 

Basketball court? 

She silently agreed. Images of courage floated across her brain. She could 

imagine the posters, replacing the tattered remains of Pascal and Hosie over his 

shoulder with something vibrant, graceful, screaming blue murder. She wouldn’t be on 

the poster. She knew that. She lived in the background, the fifteenth floor: you don’t get 

higher for free. In honour of Hosie. Of her own trembling legs. Zaida followed through. 
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Tonight, she wrote. I’m doing it. For Hosie. Come on guys! Drafters give me a 

push! 

Smiley faces came floating back, promises in the air. 

Damn it. She needed a helmet. Benzy offered his. She accepted. Wrong colour 

but what could she do. Who knows what they had done with Hosie’s. 

Courage. Small word but Zaida wished for something shorter, less committing 

short term. An uncompromising symbol, a squiggle with multiple interpretations. Her 

mind was fuddled, the texting dazzling, until she found herself on a back street with the 

whole drafting gang hovering. 

“It won’t hurt.” 

 “Whose idea was this anyway?” 

“Diesel.”  

 “Think of Hosie.” 

Benzy had found the money. Who knows where, but he liked dealing so maybe 

he scored big one for Hosie or maybe somebody owed him a favour, for Hosie. 

Tattoo You said the sign. 

“Are you sure.” 

“We owe it to Hosie.” 

“We don’t owe a tattoo!” 

“Courage,” said Zaida.  

“Courage?” 

“Why not?” 

And that was it. 

They all suddenly had courage, a pill, a slurp, a needle in the skin, just above the 

wrist, in the soft, puffy skin. They found the guts to print it loud and clear. COURAGE 

they etched. It looked well on her own light brown skin, a bit shrill on Diesel’s freckled 

haze, invisible almost on JackyB’s tight muscles, but they did it, choked back pain in 
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honour of a friend. Courage. Discreetly designed, exquisitely engraved, they were 

marked for life. 

Hosie would have been proud. But Hosie had nothing left to say except what 

they imagined he might. 

“Thanks Pascual,” thought Zaida silently. Things seemed to be coming together 

in a funny way. Courage. She would need it tonight as she donned her skate, Hosie’s 

board recovered from the top of her wardrobe, and fly down the street through the 

straggling shoppers hoping she would kill no one but herself. God. Her arm hurt like 

hell. She had no intention of going there. 


